ABSTRACT A possible conformation of the complex formed by one calcium ion and two molecules of the ionophore A23187 at a simulated lipid-water interface was predicted by a variant method for conformational analysis. This method takes into account, in addition to the Van der Waals energy, electrostatic interaction, and torsional potential, the alteration of electrostatic forces attributable to changes in dielectric constant at the interface and the transfer energy for each part of the complex as it moves through the lipid-water interface. The most probable conformer was characterized by a two-fold axial symmetry that was maintained during transition to the hydrophobic bulk conformation. Minor changes in the interfacial structure were sufficient to achieve the configuration characteristic of the hydrophobic bulk phase.
Carboxylic ionophores such as A23187 and bromolasalocid are widely used to facilitate Ca2+ transport across natural (1-4) or artificial (5-9) membranes. These ionophores form complexes in which each Ca2+ is bound to two molecules of the same (10) (11) (12) or different (13) (14) ionophores. The conformations of such complexes in nonpolar solvents and in the crystalline form have been extensively investigated (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . However, to our knowledge, no information is available on the transient conformation of the complex when it is formed at a lipid-water interface. The stoichiometry of the complex and the pKa value have been established with liposomes and solvents of different polarity (6, 8, 15, 21) . By using a monolayer approach, Ferreira et aL (22) have examined the conformational stability (kd) and molecular area of A23187 at an air-water interface.
In the present study, we have attempted to define the conformation of the complex between Ca2+ and two molecules of A23187 at a simulated lipid-water interface. For this purpose, we took into account for calculation of conformational energy not only the Van der Waals but also the electrostatic and torsional contributions. In addition, the electrostatic contributions were calculated as a function of changes in the dielectric constant, and allowance was made for the transfer energy of each part of the molecule as it moves through the lipid-water interface.
METHODS
The method followed for the conformational analysis of the Ca-A23187 complex is based on a strategy described elsewhere (23) and currently used to study the conformations of polypeptides (23) (24) (25) (26) and other molecules (27, 28) . This method was modified to incorporate variations in the dielectric constant and the energy of transfer from one environment to another at the simulated lipid-water interface.
Briefly, the total conformational energy of the interfacial complex was empirically calculated as the sum of all contributions resulting from local interactions-i. e., the Van der Waals energy, the torsional potential, the electrostatic interaction, and the transfer energy. The electrostatic energy was calculated as a function of the dielectric constant (E). To simulate a lipid-water interface, the dielectric constants of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic media were taken as 3 and 30, respectively. Between these two media, the dielectric constant was assumed to increase linearly over a distance of 4.5 A along the z axis, which is perpendicular to the interface. The length 4.5 A corresponds to the-distance between the Ca2" and the line passing between the N atoms of the two benzoxazole rings of A23187 in the alltrans configuration. The energy of transfer for distinct parts of the molecule has been determined experimentally by numerous authors, as summarized elsewhere (29) . The values used for the valence angles, bonding lengths, and atomic charges were those determined by x-ray analysis (17) or currently used in conformational analysis (30, 31) . A given torsional angle (j) was defined as the angulation between the (j -1) and (j + 1) bonds. It equals zero if the two bonds are superimposed (eclipsed) when examined along the j bond and increases if the (j + 1) distal bond is rotated clockwise (32) .
In the method of calculation, six changes of 60°each were first imposed on each of n torsional angles, yielding 6"n conformers. The internal energy was calculated for each of these conformers. The most probable configurations were taken as those yielding the lowest internal energy, such a selection based on the statistical weight (Boltzmann) of all individual configurations (31) . A simplex minimization procedure (33) was eventually used to further reduce the total internal energy ofselected conformations.
RESULTS
The Ca-A23187 complex was assumed to be formed of two molecules of ionophore and one Ca2+. The molecular structure of the ionophore and the nomenclature of the torsional angles, together with the all-trans conformation taken as our initial model, are illustrated in Fig. 1 The publication costs ofthis article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. probabilities of 64% (conformer A1) and 24% (conformer B1), respectively. Then, these conformers were used for a systematic study on the angles yal, y', y2, y', 81, and 81. This study yielded, in each case, one conformer with a probability in excess of 95%-namely, A12 and B12. Finally, these conformers were used for a systematic study on the angles 82, 8', 83, and 8' and yielded in each case a conformer with a probability close to 99% (A123 and B123). The conformer A123 is shown in Fig. 2 
